Abstract-Able to directly study the internal rule by starting from the complicated phenomenon, fractal theory can describe complicated phenomenon in natural world. Nowadays, in-depth study and exploration are conducted for fractal in almost all domains of science; some architects have paid attention to it in contemporary architecture design and gained some enlightenment. In the current parametric architecture design, only computer programming means is introduced into traditional architecture design, and various complicated forms that surpass the traditional and modern buildings will be presented before us. Its development has drawn more and more attention. Based on the latest nonlinear mathematical theory of fractal geometry, this paper generates multiple 3D model prototypes for selection by applying nonlinear IFS, and further processes the models into design schemes of fractal architecture. This paper hopes to provide a new design thought and means for architecture design.
I. INTRODUCTION
New thought is formed in the modern society gradually with scientific thinking development. Such change is influencing the development direction of fields like science, art and architecture. Fractal was defined and developed by B. B. Mandelbrot of IBM in 1975. It demonstrates the hidden rule of indecipherable chaotic phenomena and irregular forms via a new tool, and thus obtains a set of essential relationships between the part and entirety. [5] From the perspective of architecture design, the differences of architectural styles in different eras reflect the changes of design thinking in various eras. [3] Due to comprehension about fractal, contemporary architects desire to design architecture works with fractal concept, so as to reflect the beauty and diversity of nature. With development of such thought, fractal theory has become a starting point for new thought of architects. [1, 3, 4] From the angle of architecture, definition of space can be understood as "work of deciding the boundary". In cities, communities present fragmentation and differentiation, and require mobility and diversity. Due to the form of architecture, people can hardly distinguish its boundary. The difference between the entirety and individual is dimmed via flowing organization system. In another word, their form is complicated and has natural attributes.
Charles Jencks proposed "new paradigm in architecture" and made a comparative analysis for complexity of architecture design. Robert Ventri considered that complexity was the contrary concept of simplicity. In another word, complexity refers to the building character with rich attaching levels.
With popularization of parametric architecture design, designers are able to introduce and select fractal theory at a quantitative level.
By starting from such new thought, the architect Peter Eisenman proposed "fractal scaling" in 1980, and completed the work of "House 11".
The combination of fractal theory and architecture design has affected and changed people's cognition mode and habit about nature and cities by breaking the limitation of architecture aesthetics. A possibility of a brand-new thinking mode is provided for construction and development of modern cities. Based on study and derivation of IFS, this paper generates a fractal model by applying IFS. It is further developed into design scheme of fractal architecture.
II. SELF-SIMILARITY OF FRACTAL AND IFS PRINCIPLE
Self-similarity means that the entire part has some similarities with the internal part. In another word, the entirety and part as well as part and its local part resemble each other. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show the typical self-similarity sets. Fractal has provided a new perspective for solving limit problems. It will help us understand the concept of limit from a developing and brand-new angle. On the one hand, fractal can visualize limit by utilizing the feedback process; on the other hand, some fractal pictures will display the self-similarity with a perfect form. Iterated function system (IFS) was founded by M. M. Bansley. As a basic direction of fractal theory study, it is in an in-depth study process. As for modeling based on IFS in this paper, IFS principle should be discussed at first.
A. Basic principle of IFS and attractor of IFS
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There is a unique fixed point A In IFS, continuous and tiny change of a parameter will result in continuous and tiny change of its attractor form. Therefore, different "copies" of the original image required in the coding process of generating fractal object can smoothly interpolate value among attractors.
III. GENERATION OF 3D FRACTAL MODEL VIA IFS

A. Construction of nonlinear IFS
The existing 2D fractal theory is utilized to extend to 3D fractal. In addition, nonlinear transformation is studied on the basis of linear transformation, and smooth transition is realized for the model via interpolation technology. Here a kind of new nonlinear IFS is constructed. By applying fractal interpolation, fractal interpolation curved surface is built through the given data points. Moreover, these real numbers meet 8 linear equations. The above iterated function system has the following characteristics:
• Not all attractors of nonlinear iterated function systems have continuity characteristic, but iterated function system of this study can guarantee boundary continuity during fractal interpolation. Compared with the existing iterated function systems, this system has greatly improved naturalness of interpolation.
• Extensive application scope: There is no limitation for size and symmetry of initial data set.
• The fractal interpolation curved surface can not only maintain major characteristics of original data in the whole but also possess self-similarity traits in local parts. Therefore, this iterated function system is more beneficial to describing practical application of natural object.
In the following studies, this paper plans to combine such IFS algorithm with computer application software, to create some 3D fractal models.
B. Application of IFS to MATLAB software, to generate 3D
fractal models Iterated function system established in the above is interpolation function family; in another word, different 3D fractal models will be generated by importing different databases. At application level, this iterated function system can generate complex marginal models, such as mountain terrain and submarine topography. These complex marginal models can be further processed with modeling tools and developed into architecture model design schemes. At the first stage, some 3D fractal models are generated by applying IFS and MATLAB application software.
• Step1: Formulate MATLAB code;
• Step2: Write out database and save it as txt format;
• Step3: Import database (*.txt format) and give parameters ij s
The code results are displayed through such algorithm. According to the above results, due to fractal theory of this paper, we have gained a new cognition about nature. The system can truly describe the ubiquitous objects in natural world, including irregular and rough (natural) scenes like mountain range and submarine topography. Such intuitional object description cannot be simulated by Euclidean geometry.
IV. APPLICATION OF IFS IN FRACTAL ARCHITECTURE MODEL
A. Discussion on application of IFS
The above 3D fractal is generated through database and nonlinear transformation. In another word, the base material generated is database. After experiencing such IFS algorithm and thought, base material of IFS is replaced by base model (such as sphere and cuboid). Simply speaking, IFS is the ultimate complicated form after the initial unit modules undergo iterative operation on the basis of given transformation, including basic transformation sets like movement, rotation and compression. Even if simple image is set as the initial unit module, fractal forms close to natural features can be generated via IFS algorithm. Controllable model results that can be used for development will be gained on the basis of this algorithm. Finally, these models will develop into usable methods and tools of architecture design.
B. Construction of 3D configuration prototype via IFS
Result of a form is controlled and adjusted by multiple parameters. In fractal, change of parameters can often develop into unexpected result and such result can even surpass the scope of human thinking. This is the charm of parametric design. In order to construct fractal model, this paper uses the 3D fractal establishment tool INCENDIA. 3D fractal model of IFS is completed in this software, and the results will be imported into 3d max software for operation. Besides basic transformation like movement, rotation and zooming, affine transformation is adopted. Algorithm and operation of model establishment are illustrated in the following. Affine transformation and 4 iterations are conducted for a regular tetrahedron, and then auxiliary parameters are adjusted. Different models are gained via this method.
Affine transformation: A brief description is given to the generation process. The above model results have multiple self-similarity structures. Their complexity represents the universality of most objects in natural world. When modeling is conducted by utilizing a basic model and adjustment parameter, unexpected and variable results can be discovered.
C. Scheme design applied to fractal architecture model
By further processing the models generated via IFS, the possibility of its application to fractal architecture design is revealed. (Note: This paper does not involve limitation of various environmental conditions in architecture design, such as limitations in foundation environment, structural material, and regional culture space; generation and processing of fractal architecture forms are discussed.) Fractal model result 1 gained in the above is used as prototype of the form. The model is deeply processed, rendered and output in virtue of the 3D graphic software 3DMAX, so as to complete fractal architecture design schemes (see Fig. 5 ). In this paper, method and algorithm of constructing fractal architecture models are discussed, and a nonlinear iterated function system is applied to fractal architecture model design. A logical relationship is established among transformation parameters of the form, other parameters and architecture forms, so as to gain the prototype of fractal architecture form with unpredictability through parametric settings. Later the architecture model is further processed with the help of 3D software like 3DMAX, and usable fractal architecture design schemes are formed. Our research achievement has obvious application possibility and presents the following characteristics. Firstly, in order to complete architecture model design based on IFS principle and algorithm, a new nonlinear iterative function is constructed. The experiment result proves the effectiveness and complexity of this system. Secondly, generation and practice of fractal architecture model can realize parametric design and return to natural logic and depth. Moreover, the design thought can be expanded and new forms will be presented. Thirdly, by applying fractal theory and iterated function to architecture design field, more extensive research space and effective tools will be provided for this field.
